4                                     PHYSICS OF THE AIR
alcohol, thermometer exposed to full circulation of the air, but protected from both solar and sky radiation. An excellent shelter for this purpose, with maximum and minimum thermometers in place, is shown in Fig. 1. Normally, of course, the door is closed. A continuous but less accurate record of atmospheric temperature may be, and very commonly is, secured by the use of either a bimetallic or a Bourdon tube thermograph (Fig. 2). The connection between the thermal element and the tracing point may be either mechanical, as shown, or electrical. In the latter case, the two may be separated any .desired distance, the first placed outdoors, say, and the second conveniently located in an office. Other methods of measuring and even of continuously recording the temperature of the air have been devised, though at present they are but sparingly used, and then, as a rule, only for special purposes.
Pressure.—The pressure of the atmosphere, upon the distribution of which winds and storm movement so vitally depend, ordinarily, is not determined. Measurements, however, equally good for intercornparison, are made to which it is directly proportional, and from which pressures readily might be computed in dynes per square centimeter, or any other specified units. On land, the measurement usually taken for this purpose is t.Vip h^ic/h-f-. nf t.Vm K*vrvmofTM/> rvVhirr.^- that is, the difference in level
_______ w__ v,,^ ^^ ^^^S^K, ^x a continuous mass of mercury, one of
which is open to the atmosphere, the other in vacuo, slightly corrected for temperature effects, capillarity, scale errors, and degree of vacuum. From this corrected height and the local force of gravity, the actual air pressure is easily computed. Further, by reducing the barometric heights simultaneously observed at different places to what they presumably would be if the stations all had a certain common level—for which operation appropriate equations are used—data are obtained which, when plotted on a map of the region concerned, show the approximate pressure distribution, from which, in turn, the strength and course of the winds during the next 12 to 24 hours may be closely predicted.
As a rule, the mercurial barometer is read by eye and only as occasion may require, but it also has been so constructed as to give excellent continuous records.
The aneroid, or, as its name implies, non-liquid, barometer, though involving many sources of error, is conveniently portable and capable of fairly satisfactory use in many places—on kites, aeroplanes (as altimeters) etc.—where the mercurial barometer would be wholly impracticable. It consists essentially of a disk-like vacuum cell, or series of such cells, a few centimeters in diameter, whose corrugated, flexible top and bottom are held apart by a short, stiff spring. Any change in the atmospheric or external pressure obviously must lead to a corresponding flexure of the spring, which motion may be communicated to either an index hand or

